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Date typed up: 33118 

 

tag[s]: police research during operative and operative enmeshed deployments for the fbi,  

and not just; a catch-all of cat-hing it; notes for the future of “purplement” and its progression; tell your 

pastors et al types to go to [n. reform] jail for starving and depriving us when there is no shortage of 

such; they are just unjustly cruel.  

 

Date: 33018 

 

Sea-hem notes are dui  s part of regular police interaction  

or are they connected to a size-able cue; now actually to recognize a size-able cue  
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*shamanism: when they confess to giving children n-mares; when the[y] confess to giving children n-

mares; n-mares that are non-useful: work on video/ psychic combat cognition training relating to n-

mares: perhaps connected to fiction.  

But: how do they actually know that the[y] “gave” them n-mares. 

 

Part Two. The reports as cited: voice-over at sanctioned rest spots. 

So this militia groups current rest spots are currently unbreakably sanctioned for as long as they are 

needed by; us; and not-year to year during deployment; and that is as compared to the general public 

and general “police” “forces”  “et al” ; i.e. they are not allowed here, there.  

I had this man stalking me posing as a V.V. and finally he delivered a report to me; that he had raped 

one of my transferred to college group’s iq members; and that he felt he could do whatever he felt; and 

he was open to raping me next; as if I had given him permission. Also he felt that he could do whatever 

he felt like doing said the voice-over report; spoken over him during stalking to his fear; demonstrated 

through a = expression; he felt this way because the kid he supposed-ly raped who I believe is now in his 

30s or something reflectively, smokes pot. I’m not sure what the law books say, but smoking pot; and or 

doing pot under most and in most circumstances is legal; and despite what those type of things have 

long said, it’s always been … legal.  

Fine! Don’t believe me! What’s the consequence of not believing me?  

[oh me, ] 

 

As I suspected he the , that social group member had not been raped; and isn’t committing crime; and 

when that stalker person’s hallucination of others consent … the others he considers to consenting to 

raping them was temporarily stalled and or [the hallucination permanently stalled = ] killed; for he’s sure 

to have more such hallucinations, 

   He disappeared into the night, slowly and on substance. That wasn’t legal; and wasn’t being used in a 

recovering form.  

 

Part Three. How to identify my generation on this planet Earth; no matter how young or old you think 

somebody, looks. Hint: identify all form of “looks”  

Key identifiers:  

[1] none of us have actually had children yet adopted or other ways wise; that’s just barely starting, … 

on this planet, anyhow … and I’m not referring to you raising your younger brother or something who is 

roughly your own age. 
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[2] only a small percentage or a minority percentage are not virgins; and most of us of the non-virgin 

group are convinced that sober we still had sex with somebody else like a real life possibly repeated 

body swap to a regular sexual partner; that we don’t know outside of sexual activity; like at all. So this is 

a very progressive avenue of actualized non-promiscuity no matter what it seems like;  

theme: way to break the wrong seams.  

theme music citation: pretty woman real wild child 

[3] none of us has ever lost a job or position; quitting isn’t the same thing in that virtue version of 

quitting as the same thing as losing. Yes, that means [at least a] somebody in our generation primarily  

controls hiring, firing, and such. 

[4] None of us have experienced actual real actualized spiritual loss; despite a very few and sanctioned 

demonstrates of such.  Actualized spiritual loss; is not an example of I have dipped my hand like twice in 

a church bucket [in this case as a deployed homeless person]; and was witnessed; and I asked for more 

dessert; to the complaints and threats of the not actually hired church staff or “staff”; but I own the 

church; pay its revenue; all church-s; and I have a C-A mandate to take cash in some variety as often as I 

need it and to eat as much as I feel like eating and giving to others as my consent others; from that 

source; which just hasn’t been the case, since the church not actual staff  or “staff” won’t stop stalking 

me and will not leave me alone; to even eat a meal I pay for.  Q: how do you pay for something entirely 

and singularly first; even without cash?  

theme: I really need to eat, and smoke and drink and use the rest-room and have work resources. I’m 

not exactly sorry.  

theme music citation: go deep janet Jackson  

Wait! I’m not actually? the Dalai Lama, and-or the Pope! I mean the real one. My God, what am I saying.  

[5] None of us have been homeless except if deployed as such; so if you were homeless at 6 years old for 

four months; you were deployed in this generation; what are other forms of deployment and-or 

additional deployment forms to the regular military and or militia.  

 

theme: I’m not sure how the physics of age works; or at least I’m too lazy to recall; but people in the 

sub-generation may not in general be that much older on paper [than us]; but like remember the ‘60s 

like they were there for 50 years; and also are not as a whole group as successful, in the ways 

described; and yes that means a much smaller percentage of them have had a-actualized successes; 

and my god, are they all [the non-successful majority] receiving housing, from uh, really their parents 

and-or ? Trust. How much do you think that entire collection is worth; and isn’t it time to start buying 

it out, completely.  

theme music citation: mgmt kids  
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